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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

GEOPHYSICS 

Backscattering from the Upper Atmosphere 
(75-160 km) detected by Optical Radar 

A COM'M:UNICATION with the nbove t,itle was recently 
published by McCormick et al.1. This work gavo, for 
October 29, 19fi5, a light return of about 10 counts pm· 
pulse at heights from 75 km to 12/i km and, for October 31, 
about 1·5 count,s per pulse a,t, heights from 75 km to 100 km. 
If one takes the system pnramt,ters given H,nd assumes 
3 per cent photomultiplier quantum efficiency, 30 per cent 
receiving s.vstem transmission and 80 per cent atmospheric 
transmission, then the 10 counts per pulse corresponds to a 
return 150 times grea(,er than that which would be given 
by Rayleigh scattering from molcculns at 75 km, and 
105 greater at 125 km. . 

We carried out observat,ions with an optfoal radar of 
similar performance during ton nights between Ootober 
10 and Novemher 14, 1965; this work is being fully 
reported olsewhere2 • We calibrated tho sensit,ivity of our 
equipment on the Rayleigh scat,tering from moleouleR 
observed below 60 km and found it to be about half that, 
calculated above for McCormick's equipment. However, 
our estimates of transmission t,hrough their recoiving 
sys(,em and atmosphere may be much too high, in view of 
measurements on our own system. Alt,hough our back. 
grom1d count is much lower, we have never detectod any 
light from above 80 km, and in the region 70-80 km our 
return was not more than a factor of three greater than 
Rayleigh scattering from molecules. To achieve these 
results, a rotating shuUer had to be fitted to prevent the 
escape of fluorescent light after the transmission of the 
main Q-switched pulse; previously a large apparent, 
return from high levels had been obtained. 

These results indicate a very largo difference in the 
constitution of the upper atmmrphere above Maryland 
and South.east England at, this time; data from their 
observations on other nights, which wore not, reported, 
would show if this was excoptional. Alternatively, 
McCormick et al. may not have succeeded in removing the 
effects of fluorescent, light from their results, despite 
their measurement of t,he background count. 

w. C. BAlN 

M. C. w. SAND~'ORD 

Radio and Space Research Station, 
Slough. 
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'Bain, W. C .. and 8amlford, M. C. W., to be publishe,l in J. Atmos. 
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The Satellite Geoid may have a Westward 
Drift 

SOME time ago in a comrnunieation, I prnsonted n model 
which speculated on t,he origin of t,he D" layer between the 
mantle and the core of the Earth 1. This layer is believed 
to be predominantly a molt,en sludge of mantle material 
but is richer in silica nnd lighter in density thnn the mantle 
because some iron haR boon lost to tho core. At the 
core-mantle boundary, the electric currents generate 
Pelt,ier heM,ing; mantle mat,erial will bo melted, gradually 
become a molten sludge and produce undulations ut the 
boundary. 

If the process of Peltier melting is slightly dominant, 
over t,he process of Peltier freezing, the molten sludge will 

gradually aceumulate. By integrat,ing t,he equation 
of state at the core-.rnantle boundary, we noto tha,t Peltier 
hoating is aided by ohmic heating while, of course, Pelt,ior 
cooling is suppressod; since tho electrical resistivity of 
mantle is much larger than the resistivity of the core, 
tho ohmic heating is quite significant within the mant,le. 
Thus wo speeulate that t,he electric current loops which 
give rise to non.dipole n1ngnetic secular variations give 
rise also t,o a molten sludge and some undulations at the 
core-mantle boundary. 

The molten sludge wi1,h lower density than manOe 
gives rise to a negative gravity anomaly, while tho molten 
iron of the core with respoot, to the sludge yields a positive 
anomaly. 

lf the gravit,y anomalies are due to the sludge and t,he 
molten iron, then a westward drift of the gravity anomaly 
is also expected. Vogel 2 and Egyed3 have also speculated 
on the possiblo relationship between magnetic secular 
variations and the gravity anomalies. The modol which 
I introduced 1 attempted t,o describe the relationship 
beLween the magnotic and the gravity anomaly and 
predicted a similar westward drift, for the gravity 
anomalies. 

The total gravit,y anomalies on the equatorial belt 
have a maximum a,mplitude of ± 20 mgals ovex· some 
10,000 km distance. If the westward drift is uniform and 
about 0·5 degroo por year, this loads to a 0·2 mgal change 
per year which eannot be easily distinguished with the 
present gravit,y meters. The mean free air anomalies 
calculatod by ,Jeffroys4 for gravity data recorded before 
1950, when compared wit,h the satellit,o geoids calculai,od 
by Izsak" and Kaula• for 1960, shown dist,inct westward 
drift of 12-15 dogroos (Fig. 1). Kaula's data are based 
on observations made during 1960, while those of Jeffreys 
probably extend over a mueh longer period. The west
ward drift on l,he non.dipole magnetic anomalies accord
ing to Runcorn' is 0·2-0·8 degrees per year. If tho longi
tudinal location of tho anomalies calculated by Jeffreys, 
Izsak and Kaub are reliablo, thon the estimated westward 
drift of gra.vity a.nomalios is of tho same order ofmagnitudo 
as the wosterly drift of tho non.dipole magnetic anomalies. 

Some of my colleagueR beliove that if tho satellite 
geoid had a wosterly drift, such a phonomenon would 
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